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TRZNGTH OF SECOND-GROWTH DOUGLAS-FIR
IN TENSION PARALLEL TO GRAIN

INTRODUCTION

cent years there has been an accelerated demand for know-

ledge concerning coast type, second-growth (4, p. 1) Douglas-fir

(Pseudotsuga mensiesti (Mtrb.) Pran) in the Pacific Northwest.

Moat compiled information about mechanical properties of Douglas-

fir baa been based on old-growth timber (1.0, p. 22-24). The in-

creasing conversion from old-growth to second-growth material

provided impetus for this study.

Not only was little known about mechanical properties of second-

growth Douglas-fir, but even less was known generally concerning the

strength of wood in tension parallel to grain (28, p. 81). In the

past, because wood exhibits great strength along the grain, and

because of lack of practical fasteners, it W&* uncomon for a clear,

streight-grained piece of wood to be pulled apart lengthwise before

the fasteners failed (25, p. 9-26). because of these factors,

interest in improving tensiOn testing did not advance as rapidly a

mechanical testing of other structural properties such as static

bending, compression parallel to grain and shear. Recent develop-

ments in the improvement of adhesives and fasteners, and shortage of

large, clear, structural material has ushered in a of wooden

truss designs and engineered beams. For the first time, acquiring

knowledge about tenston parallel to grain has assumed an important

Status.



OBJECTIVE AND ASSOCIATED WORK

Objective of the study

The objective of this study was to provide the following infor-

mation about second-growth Douglas-fir:

Average tensile strength parallel to grain using the standard

ASTh (1, p. 22) test specimen.

Specific gravity data.

Effect of growth rate, specific gravity, and type of sampling

on tension parallel to grain.

Associated work

General,. In 1954, a cooperative project was started by the Forest

Research Division of the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station (Pro-

ject 342) and Oregon Forest Products Research Center (Project 44-A3).

Designed as a continuing effort, it was intended to increase basic

knowledge about second-growth Douglas-fir. Preliminary investi-

gat ions were conducted in the suuiaet of 1955 by Suodgrass under the

sub-project title "The Effect of Knots ad Other Characteristics on

the Tensile Strength of Douglas-fir Dimension Lumber."

In 1956, an interim study (13, p. 1-9) was undertaken to

develop and compare * round tension teSt specimen to AETh standard

D-143. The round specimen did not prove to be more satisfactory,

so effort was directed toward improving fabrication of the standard

specimen and testing method. The history and evolution of this



specimen ii discussed by Markwardt and Youngquist (11, p. 6-13) in

their report concerning methods of tension testing.

In 1957, this writers study was started as another sub*project

under the sponsorship of the two Oregon agencies.

Tensile strength. Only limited data are available on clear

wood specimens of Douglas. fir in tension parallel to grain. Values

on old-growth range from 13,830 psi (10,, p. 23) to 19,900 psI. (11,

p. 26) on material in the air-dry condition (about 12 percent

moisture content). The average for uneeasoned.I" wood is 12,980 psi

(10, p. 23). Combining the tests for both dry and unseasoned, only

a few hundred tests represent the total work done to date on old'

growth.

In second-growth, forty tests (13, p. 1-9) yielded average

values of 13,090 psi (12 percent moisture content) and 10,038 psi

(uneeasonod) in material of 2.5 5.0 rings per inch.

Specific gravity. In work concerning specific gravity, there

is considerable information available. Snodgrase (23, p. 406-412),

in a study of young.ugrowthV Douglas-fir lumber, found an adjusted

specific gravity value (oven-dry weight, green volume) of 0.43

which agrees closely with Drow's (5, p. 7) analysis of Coast-type

second-growth material. One of the heaviest contributors of basic

data ha been Smith (20, p. 10) who calculated specific gravity

I,JI linseasoned is synonymous with

.Y Young-growth is another term used to describe second-growth
material.
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averages ranging from 0.39 to 0.44 (oven.dry weight, green volume)

for wide-ringed wood. McKinmy (1.2, p. 27) computed a figure of 0.46

in a study, which closely approximates 0.45, the established

specific gravity for the old-growth segment of the species.

Snodgrass found 0.49 as the dry specific gravity (oven-dry

weight, oven.dry volume) for second-growth Douglas-fir.

The Wood Handbook (28, p. 75) and Lewis (8, p. 6) gave 0.48 and

0.47 respectively for old-growth Douglas-fir based on oven-dry weight

and volume at 12 percent moisture content. A higher figure would be

evident if these values were changed to an oven-dry weight, oven-dry

volume basis.

Growth Rate. Growth rate, or rings per inch, has been used as

a practical way for dividing wood into groups for study as veil as

a variable considered in statistical analysts of factors related to

wood quality.

There is no general agreement as to the effect of growth rate

upon wood. Relationships between growth rate, specific gravity, and

percentage of sunmerweod were included in several of the previously

mentioned works. Percentage of etnanerwood was not discussed in this

study because it bee been found to correlate closely 'with specific

gravity.

When the variables of stte, crown class, geographical location,

age of tree, and height in tree were included, )IcLinuy (12, p. 90

100), Weliwood (26, p 34-42), and Paul (14, p. 175-179) provided

interesting conclusions. However, to acquire a more complete



background in the coioplexttiea between these variables Lit iod, the

wealth of work done on other species should be investigated. Two

excellent bibliographies can be found in a bulletin by Larsen and

a book by Trendelenburg.



Coliect1on of

Five areas, four in western Oregon end one in south-central

Washington, were selected as those most likely to produce an adequate

sample of coast.type, second-growth Douglas-fir (seudot.ug

menztesii (l4irb) Franca (See Figure 1)

An individual mill cutting a sub8tantial portion of eecond

growth lumber was contacted in each area These viills were classified

as follows for the purpose of statistical analysiS:

ation Area from which jogs Caine

gon Benton county

Lane County to western slope
of Cascade mountain range

Mill

Mill A

Mill B

Mill C Stevenson, Washington Skamants county; Wind liver

Standard method (I, p. 1.8) of tree and bolt selection was

abandond in favor of selecting individual pieces of lumber at saw

mills (6, p 1-12) This was done to obtain a large number of

specimens, each representing an individual tree, rather than a

small number of trees, each producing several specimens. By choos-

ing this collection system, the following wers expected to

achieved:

Mill D Douglas County

Mill I Columbia County

Sutherlia, Oregon

ClatskanLe, Oregon

Corv

Eugene, 0



1 )Jmp.f

C LAT SKANLE
(MILL E)

CORVALLIS (MILL A)I

EUGENE (MILL B)
0

ROSEBURG (MILL D£

STATE OF
WASHINGTON

e*d Wa
atsaa (*t

STEVENSON (MILL C)

STATE OF
OREGON



A large random sample (specimens fran all mile) should give

an adequate distribution of material from butt, middle

top logs.

qualities should be adequately represented.

An economy of time and equipment should be gained..

A ranga of specimens could b gathered on the basis of rings
per inch.

t was necessary to establish a criterion for selecting lumber

piece specimens at individual ui1ls. Dimension lumber, preferably
2 by 4 inches rough, or surfaced to 1-5/8 by 35/8 inches, was chosen

as easiest to acquire and handle. Any length from 6 to 12 feet was

5/8 inches of
clear material was present Ear side matching or rid matching the

specimens respectively. The material also bad to possess nearly flat
ox vertical grain and a slope of grain no greater than 1 inch in 20

mater La

Tables 3 and 4)

satisfactory as lang as 20 by 35/8 inches or 40 by

to c1a.eg were etabltshsd to segregate the

from 26 rings per inch to 22 rings p.r Inch
Growth.. rate class . 1. was included to see if

aster LaL with low ring counts provided adequate strength for future
inclusion in structural grades.

A minimum oE 60 pieces was collected at each mill, 10 in each
ring count group. This amount was believed to have been 50 percent

more than necessary for statistical analysis, to c.nsate for un
noticed defects, mismanufacturs, or faulty breaks in testing, and

8



still insure a minimum number of good tests for analysts. If time

permitted1 more than 60 pieces of 2-by 4-inch lumber was chosen.

In a few instances less than ten pieces were obtained for a given

growth-rate class due to the nature of the second-growth Douglas-fir

being cut by that particular mill.

Th. first attempt at collection was made by standing at the

green chain and pulling the lumber according to a random numbers

table This method failed for two reasons:

Long periods of time were consumed standing and waiting or

a particular piece to come by and then having to reject

because it did not meet the qualifications established.

The random numbers tab].. often produced several numbers

close together which were pieces from th. came log.

alternative techniques of lumber piece selection then were

tried in an attempt to produce a random sample. The first was to go

through the entire day's production of 2'- by 4-inch stock stacked in

the yard. When a piece was chosen, several more layers would be re-

moved from a pile before selecting another. Tb. sample was kept

random, and chances for two pieces from the same log or tree being

picked were very slim.

The technique was taking each piece at random from the

green chain and waiting a short period of time to tnsur that stock

from a different log was coming by. The ptece was accepted or re-

jected after a large pile had bøn accumulated.

9
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The choice of which technique to use was determined by the mill

layout to avoid interference with the rkere.

Each 2- by 4-inch piece was marked with blue crayon as to the

location of clear material available between knots or other defects.

The slope of grain was checked on both the wide and narrow face with

a scribing tool and the ring count was measured to the nearest 010

inch with a metal tape.

A coded letter for the mill and a number for the ring count

group was then placed on the piece (Example: C*3 denotes Mill C

and growth'rate class No. 3, 6.6 to 8.5 rings per inch.)

After loading the lumber on a stake-side truck, it was covered

with burlap sacks and soaked with water to retain moisture en route

to Corvallis.

The lumber was unloaded at the forest Products Research Cent

restacked, covered again, and kept wet sprinkler system until

fabrication was possible.

Farication of the Standard Specimen

The following the 2- by 4iach piece of lumber

standard test specimen or tension parallel to grain mr

graphically in Figure 2 and described below.

The lumber was trinmied to leave 40 inches of clear material

depending upon defects present.

Using an E-Z King feed mechanism on a tabl* s lear

piece was ripped twice lengthwise at 1*3/8 inches, leaving



two pieces 1.3/8 by l"5/8 inches and a small slab which was

diecarded. step 2 through step 5, all pieces were

kept together as they had been La their original form, for

tchtng purposes.)

one mill's collection had been completed through

step 2, each pair was fed again through the table saw

cutting the 1.5/8 inch side down to 1'3/8 inches. This

now resulted in two rough blanks of 1.3/8 by l3/8 inches

by 40 inches,

Zach pair was rechecked for slope of

then remarked as shown in Figure 2 employing the following

symbols:

1 and up consecutive

T test specimen.

a set which could be used for another stud

if desired.

$ - sidematchd material only.

En pieces where it was possible to get only 20 inches of clear

material, there were no extra specimens.

The stock was trinined into 20. inch

four blanks, i.e., T's and two

doinly separated, one for drying and one to remain green

and unseasoned are synonymous.

and defects and

ich yielded

were ran-
/



(LI A more accurate term for this material weuld be "soaked
rather than unseasoned.

12

The test specimens that were to be dried were stacked ad

stickerod in the etandard room. Conditon maintained

were 62° F. wet bulb and 70° F. dry bulb which yielded an

equilibrium moisture content of 11.6 percent to 12.5 per.

cent.

The test specimens that were to be unaeasoned were kept

in a large container filled with water while avaitin

next steps.

Using a hollow ground miter saw, each piece was edged on

all four sides to one by one inches and the specimen

identification numbers were replaced.

The blanks were tried to 18 inches in length.

9. The finished blank was rechecked again for ring count and

recoded as the following example:

A la means Mill A, growtbxate class 1o. 1 (2.6

45 rings per inch), specimen These numbers were

recorded so that thetr dry, matched, counterpart auld

be given the same deøignatton.

lOu. For unseasoned pieces, each ring count group was placed

La a polyethylene bag and 50 ml. of water added. The bag

tagged as to mill and group and placed in the cold

at room to await ehapi

lOb. When all the soaked samples had been finished through

step lOs, the dry rough blanks in the standard room were



ready

dried t

used on andomly picked blink.

months storage proved satisfactory to bring the pieces

to equilibrium moisture content.

The techniqu. used in the final stage of fabrication was

similar to that followed at the United States Forest

Products Laboratory (2 p. 8

Equipment used to produce the d ASTM test

specimen wee a special air.'operated j a tbre& blade

shaper, and a dado blade set on a table saw.

The test specimen required shaping to a cross-section

enter of 3/8 by 3/16 inches. This requirement

was slow and difficult to achieve on an old model jig

(see Figure 3) when a large number of specimens had t

produced. The writer developed the new jig (see Figure 4)

to speed manufacture and still maintain accuracy. Figu

5 illustrates the new jig in a

in Figures 6 and 7, notches for the testing machine

gripe were being made with the dado blade.

The soaked specimens were done first and returned to their

original bags. The dry samples were done in small numbers

and returned to the standard room to await testing.

/ Model KC1 with a 26E Electrode

steps through 9 To check whether they had

12 percent, a Deimhort moisture ubeteZ/ was
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Figure 3. Standard jig for making tension parallel
to grain specimen.

Figure 4. New air-operated jig for making tension
parallel to grain specimen.

15





Figure 6 Notching specimen with dado Figure 7. Returning specimens to con-
blade on a table saw. ditioning room.



Figure 8 Measuring least dimensions with Model 553 Dead Weight
Micrometer (made by Testing Machines, Inc.)

18



Least dimensions at the center of each standard teat specimen

were measured to the nearest 0.0005 inch with a Dead Weight Mi

crometer (sea Figure 8). a.suring was done by sliding the stick

back and forth under the micrometer until the lowest figure was

registered; this was also a check to see that the least dimensions

were in the middle 2.1/2 inches of the specimen.

Sapwood and heartvood determinations were made by brushing one

end of the piece with Sapwood turned green and heart-

wood turned purple within seconds after application.

Testing procedure

The specimen was held in a pair of specially designed grips

very similar to those described in Bellosillo's report (2, p 8).

Figure 9 showi a specimen in the grips. The universal joint at the

top grip aided in self-alignment.

A 20,000-pound Tinus Olsen testing machine continuously applied

a load to destruction at the bead speed of 005 inch a minute.

Wedge-shaped moisture content sections were taken lnmiediately

following each test. Tb. sections were from the reduced area adja-

cent to the failure. Special care was taken to ks.p these pieces at

their original moisture content until they were weighed, After

weighing, the specimsus were oven-dried in proparatton for determi-

nation of specific gravity.
Total Alkalinity Indicator No. 4k diluted with one part
distilled water.

19

Measurements am ore testi



A special weighing yoke uad on a Mettler balance saved time

in making volume measurements by the waterimnersion method (see

Figure 10). iquations for specific gravity determinations are

shown below:

Specific Gravity z .2
V

in grams of a volume *1 water equal to the
of the sample.

dry weight of the ample in grams.

ht of the sample in grams at green or 12 percent
ture content conditions.

Aw weight of the apparatus (yoke, needle, etc.) in grams.

At: weight in grams of the apparatus plus the sample
inmersed in water.

20
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Figure 9. Standard ASTM test specimen in the 20,000-pound testing
machine.

21



Figure 10. Specific Gravity wedge being weigbed.

22
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of 329 tiets are sheim in Tables 1, .2, 3, and 4.

Average tensile strength and specific gravity data are given. The

17,249 paL dry value for tensile srengtb of second-growth Douglas'

r ranks high in the range found for oldo growth material tasted

.t 12 percent moisture content. The green value, 12,277 psi, was

extremely close to the accepted value of 12,980 psi for old-growth

Douglas-fir.

Tb. wman specific gravity (green volume) of 0.43 was comparabi.

to published values in other reports (13, p. 27) on second-growth

Douglas-fir. Such wa not true of the mean specific gravity (12

percent volume) of 0.50 which was slightly higher than previously

reported values.

In general, tensile strength and specific

number of rLng* per inch increased.

uneven total number of samples of dry end as-

be pointed out since matched samples bad been emphasized

the procedure. A small percentage of specimens were

cli by a high break or a sheared collar; the result mu a dry

or uneessonad specimen without its matcbsd sounterpart. Tb. only

purpose of matching was to analyze similar matinal separately.



Analysis of variance (see Table 5).

Tensile strength. The difference amc

representative areas (mills) ithin a gro

contribute to the error of measuring tens

words, if all the specimens with a ring cc

per inch (growth-rate class No. )

reragee of the

rate class did not

strength, In other

of 2.6 to 4.5 rings

cted from five areas

24

(mule), the average tensil, strengths of each area would be

similar. This situation was also true for the other growth-rate

classes,

There was a noticeable difference among the average test

values of the ring-count claseea Get erally, wood with a high

ring count tested stronger than wood with a low ring count. This

relationship was found for tension tests of both dry and unseasoned

pieces within the range of growthu.rates studted,

Specific gravity. Within each growth'rste class the specific

gravity averages aing the areas (mills) were significantly dif-

ferent for both dry and unseasoned Douglas-fir. This amount of

change among areas may be caused by variables not considered in

this study, such as environmental and hereditary factors, age of

wood, and position in the tree.

It was interesting to find no significant difference among

the average specific gravities of the growth-rates themselves in

dry material, but there was a difference in the green material.

A possible explanation for the behavior of dry wood was that a



ma1l change in average spectftc gravity may have accounted for a

large change in average tensile strength; otherwise the analysis

on the effect growth rate on average tensile strength would be

difficult to explain. Smith (20, p. 8) found that the growth sons

or number of rings per inch accounts for a low percentage of

variability in specific gravity.

Regression analysts (See Table 6)

The purpose of the regression analyses was to show the ef:

of certain variables, dependent and independent, upon each other

within the limitations of statistic

25

equations in Table 6 appear in Figures 11 and 12, and are linear.

For dry material, the teat values came closer to falling on the cal*

culated line, and specific gravity alone accounted for 33.10 percent

of the total variation. For each unit increase in specific gravity,

dry Douglas- fir exhibited a higher strength value than unaeaioned,

as demonstrated by a steeper line in Figure 11 than in Figure 12.

Dotted lines represent confidence limits; thees limits are at the

95 percent level of probability.

0* act plotted fran



Standard Error
of the Mea
Coefficient of
Variation

JI l2 Moisture Content

/ 272 Total Specimens Tested

Table 2. Ave

tepresentative
Area

Mlii A

Mill $

an
Standard
of the Mea

1/ Tensile Strent and S
Representative Areas

Average
Specific
Cr av it

046

Number of
S

38

73

50

65

. Over Fiber Saturation Foint

.a' 251 Total Specimens Tested

0.4 4 17 082

17.249

09 282

avit

Average
Tensile

tre±.: th

2,093

1 0.42 i.: 48

0.4 0 12 277

26

o 470 12,459

0 427 12,166

04448 12,188

Table 1. Averae Tensile 8 re:tb -nd .cific Gravi

presentative Areas

Average Average
$pecific Tensile

Gravit Stra th

0.529 ,941

0.523 17,425

0.461 16,842

0.499 17,011

Repreeentat lye Number o:

Areas
Mill A

Mill B

Mill C

Mill D



Table 3. Avera:a Dr Tenaile re th

272 Total Specimens Taste

Table 4. Average Green Tensile Str.ngthend Specific Gravity by
Growth-Rate (lses*s

27

.1' 257 Total Specimens Tested

Number of
Specimen

Average
Specific
Grav.ty

Averag
Tensile
Strength

44 0.456 14,401

54 0.499 16,574

51 0.506 17,113

36 0.518 18,467

39 0.494 17,902

48 020 92
0.4 7 24

Number of
!pecjsnsns

Average
Specific
Gravity

Average
Tensile
Strength

psi
37 0.404 10,247

52 0.443 11,407

51 0.462 11,545

0.468 13,742

34 0.450 13,428

39 0.467 Z3.661_
LI 0.450 12,277

Growth
Rate
Classes
1 (2.6-4.5 rings/mcI

2 (4.6-6.5 'I

3 (6.6-8.5 H )

4 (8.6-10.5 '"

5 (10.6.12.5 H

(12.6-22 "
)IEA

Growth
Rate
Classes

1 (2.6.4.5 rings/inch)

2 (4.6-6.5 H )

3 (6.6-8.5 lt )

4 (8.6-10.5 ,, )

5 (10.6-12.5 U )

6 12.6-22 'I

MEAN



Tab

Pro er

Tensile
Strength
(Dry)

-
Tensile
Strength
(Green)

Specific
Gravity
(Dry)

Analyses of Variance of Lie S
Gravity to Determine Effect Of GrowthUte and

Location on These Properties
Dege

oz Sum ofSource of
V: rLato

Growth-late

Mills Within
Growth-Rate

Error

Total

Growth-Rate

Mills Within
Growth-Rate

Error

Total- .
Growth Rate

Mills WithLn
Growth-Late

Error

Total

Preedom ar

271 5841.3640

5 433.4501

Mil1& Within 24 151.4712
Growth-Rate

227 1741.0144 7.6697

256 2325.9357
S 0 0

5 0118464

24 .279110

242 .733401

271 1.130975
- - S

5 0.114943

24 .148890 .006204 2.671'

227 .526863 .002321

256 .790696

Mean
ar

S!ectfic

.011630

.003031

28

as n
86.6900 l3.74Z'

6.3113 .82

0*

0 0 5
0.022989 3.7

a

Error 242 4528.8111 18.7141 -a

58.5905 131.7181 4. 83V

24 653.9624 27.2484 1.46

5 significance vel

1 significance evet

Total
S - a a

Growth- Rat

Speetfic
Gravity
(Green)



C,)
0

0

0.3 0.4 0.5
SPECIFIC GRAVITY

11 £srs*sLon *y t*n*ti* et*s*gth o*

0.6

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
SPECIFIC GRAVITY

t*'e 12. tspcssthn of peen tensile streng

0.7

0.7

specific



Table 6. Linear Rsgeesions,. &egression Coef:
the Reiationsh:

Regressions

Dry Tensile Strength)
on X (Dry Specific Gravity)

sion equation Regression Corrs
T - b(X.X) coefficient coaff

b

to25

41,3451-3,382 41,345 0.3753

T (Green Tensile Strength)
(Green Specific Gravity) Yr.: 23,070 - 1,896 2

(XX)2
ssz

1atLon Coefficients, and Percent
Lie Stre th and S cific Grav

Variat
counted for
100 r2

10

0.4254 1070



ONCLUS ICES

Results of this study produced two averages for tensi1 b

of second-growth Douglas-fir, one for 12 percent and anot

unseasoned material. Thsae values could serve as a guide for

later studies.

Based upon results from testing 529 specimens, eecond-

growth wood appeared to possess strength comparable to old-

growth Douglas-fir in tension parallel to grain.

The specific gravity averages added to known data and show

second-growth material could produce wood with as high a specific

gravity as published old-growth figur

When growth-rate was not considered, tensil. strength increased

as specific gravity increased. This is shown in Figures 11 and

12. No definite conclusion could be drawn alto the effect of

specific gravity on tensile strength in this study. Specific

gravity accounted for a low percentage of variation in strength

according to the rsression analysis, and did not explain the

way growth-rate affected tensile strength without affecting

specific gravity as noticeably. Therefore, other variables may

influence tensile strength mere than specific gravity.

The sampling technique used in this experiment offered an

economical 'and practical way of estimating the population

averages; a larger sample (mere mills) may aid in decreasing

experimental error.
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Zn the past, the value for the medulu of rupture in static

bending was used as an estimate of tenLle strength, vhcb was

a coneervat Lye approach. The average tensile strength of

second.' growth Douglas-fir was 161 percent higher for wood at

12 percent moisture content and 141 percent higher for un-

seasoned wood than published modulus of rupture values (28,

p. 75) for old-growth wood.

6. These data can be used as an aid in calculations of heaL

stress, working stress, and strength ratio..

Demand for tension grades may materialize in the futur

through design of .roved fasteners and adhgjve. At that time,

dat. should be available for computations. Reliability of struc

tural tension graded lumber viii depend upon basic Laforwationof

this nature.



The following recoum*ndations were included to assist future

wrkers:

A large sample ebould be taken (more mills representing more

areas) to check the iethod used in the praseflt study.

Other methods of segregating the specimens should be tried,

although it seems doubtful that a more practical criterion

than growth-rate will be found at present.

If specific gravity remains a good judge of strength, theii

additional investigations are needed to understand the inter-

relationships among growth-rate, specific gravity, and other

variables on tensile strength in Douglas-fir.

It should be established whether second-growth od is suf-

ficiently different from old'growtb in tensile strength to

warrant segregation.

Fabrication of a large number of specimens was still tedious,

even with an improved jig. A rapid method needs to be found.

The Standard Tension specimen is not perfect; new designs

should be tried.
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